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This domain is registered for one of our customers.

If this is your domain name, please visit this page to see how to register it as DNS zone into your account.

Note: If you already have registered the DNS zone for your domain name, please wait for DNS propagation. Your web site will be displayed soon. It may take few minutes.

* Do you know what DNS Tunneling is?



Suggested article: DNS Tunneling attack – What is it, and how to protect ourselves?

DNS Tunneling attack is difficult to detect cyber threat. With it, cybercriminals route the DNS requests to a server controlled by them. In addition, this attack supplies them with a hidden command and control channel and data exfiltration path. The target system should be connected to an external network. That way, the cybercriminal can access an internal DNS server with network access.

DNS tunneling attack exploits the DNS protocol and executes tunneling malware or data through a client-server model. So, the steps are:

	The cybercriminal registers a domain and directs it to the server under its control.
	The cybercriminal infects a target device with malware.
	The Recursive DNS server requests the IP address.
	The Recursive DNS server routes the DNS query back to the authoritative DNS server controlled by the attacker and includes the tunneling software.
	The connection between the cybercriminal and the target is completed without any notice.


If this topic caught your attention, we recommend the following article with more details about DNS tunneling!
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